Dr. Dhaval Admar
EMPIRE DENTAL

19 FACES

In the spotlight and
on scene to benefit
your insight

YOUR COMMUNITY
Change the way you see
business on a local level

PROVEN EXAMPLES
IN BUSINESS + SUCCESS
Fill in on the best kept practice

Editor’s Letter
But through it all, the people
who are the Faces of Kamloops
have not only survived, but
thrived.
It’s a testament to their
resiliency and innovation and
good old-fashioned hard work.
This business toughness and
invention means companies of
all shapes and sizes have found
a way to continue to serve their
customers in a game where the
goal posts are ever-changing.
This magazine spotlights that
success with its title —Faces of
Kamloops— and corresponding
theme.
Each of the 19 ‘faces’ is from a
different business sector and
exemplify what it takes to be
successful in their field.
You’ll be inspired as you read
this 2022 issue of the Faces of
Kamloops magazine.
Over the next 34 pages you’ll
meet the entrepreneurs,
managers, professionals and
businesses who are making it
happen in a tough economy.
The past year has been marred
by the continuation of the
COVID pandemic, heat dome,
wildfires and heavy rains that
caused flooding and mudslides
and highway damage that cut
us off from the Lower Mainland
and sparked supply-chain
delays.

the confluence of the North and
South Thompson rivers where it
expands into Kamloops Lake.
The location attracted the
Indigenous peoples, fur
traders, gold prospectors, cattle
ranchers, the railway, foresters,
government, businesses and
residents that all contributed to
the evolution of a modern city.
Speaking of Indigenous, Four
Directions Management Services,
this issue’s face of collaboration
(page 1), is a specialized Kamloops
company that builds bridges
of better understanding
between Indigenous peoples,
industry, local communities and
governments.

For example, coverboy Dr.
Dhaval Admar (page 31) has
achieved an incredible niche in
general and cosmetic dentistry
by combining art and science.

In this issue, you’ll get insight into
what makes a diverse range of
entrepreneurs tick, from brother
and sister Chad Blair and Desiree
Sonneson at Metro Reload and
Chris Chan at UP Real Estate to
Alana Stewart at Changes Hair
Studio and Russ Gardner at True
Outdoors.

“When I create those beautiful
smiles, it changes a patient’s
confidence and their life,” says
Dr. Dhaval.

Read on to find out what makes
these bullish businesses and
businesspeople the Faces of
Kamloops.

“I feel deep satisfaction. That
fulfillment attracted me to
become a dentist.”
Well said Dr. Dhaval.
We all know Kamloops is a
special place with ideal fourseasons weather in a valley at

Steve MacNaull
Editor and journalist,
NowMedia Group
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THE FACE OF
COLLABORATION
Four Directions
Management Services
DAN GEORGE + KELLY MORTIMER

F

our Directions Management
Services (FDMS) builds
bridges of better understanding
between Indigenous peoples,
industry, local communities and
governments.

“Simply put, we
help apples talk to
oranges...”
...says FDMS president and CEO
Dan George.
“FDMS is unique in the space
that we hold —we work with
Indigenous, government and
industry at all levels to bring
about positive change for
our clients. We help increase
understanding, identify
opportunities and build
relationships that will enable
exciting and transformational
partnerships to be made, projects
initiated and agreements to be
struck.”
Even a partial list of 2021 projects
shows Indigenous peoples,
industry, local communities, and
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governments are benefiting from
the facilitation, strategic planning
and communications offered by
FDMS.
- BC Hydro on the Site C Cultural
and Heritage Resource
Committee and Environmental
Forum
- First Nations Major Projects
Coalition leading the
Indigenous engagement
for all Nations along the
TransMountain pipeline route
- The Paul Martin Foundation
and Chartered Professional
Accountants creating better
inclusion for Indigenous people
in their profession
- Stó:lō Nation in advancement
of their nationhood and selfdetermination
- Tourism Ch’illwack in the
development of the first
Indigenous Reconciliation
Action Plan by a tourism
agency in the country

“Reconciliation is a journey, not merely a
destination that one arrives at and then
feels that their work is complete...”
FDMS was founded 30 years ago
by Dan and his wife, Teresa.
Dan is a member of the Gilseyhu
Clan (Big Frog-Thin House) of
the Wet’suwet’en people. He
has an MA in conflict analysis
and management, certification
as a professional facilitator and
director certification through the
Institute of Corporate Directors.
FDMS Executive Director Kelly
Mortimer is a non-Indigenous
intercultural communications
strategist specializing in the
advancement of Indigenous
rights and relations in the fields
of aboriginal title and rights,
communications, research and
public policy.
FDMS has also launched a
podcast —Reconciliation Road,
a series of conversations with
game-changers, inspiring
leaders in an effort to strengthen
our most valuable and

transformational relationships
in this country —those with
Indigenous Peoples.
On the podcast, Dan has
welcomed guests such as Dr.
Bonnie Henry and Fort Nelson
First Nation member Dr. Daniele
Behn Smith from the provincial
health office, LieutenantGovernor and Grand Chief Steven
Point and Whispering Pines/
Clinton Indian Band Indian Band
Kukpi7 Michael LeBourdais of
the Tulo Centre of Indigenous
Economics.
“Reconciliation is a journey, not
merely a destination that one
arrives at and then feels that their
work is complete. For the first
time in my lifetime, all Canadians
have become engaged. We have
not yet found the answers, but
we are beginning to ask the right
questions.”

FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF HAIR CARE

Changes Hair Studio
ALANA STEWART

C

hanges Hair Studio is the only Aveda
salon in Kamloops.

That’s key because Aveda is a highly
sought-after, 100% vegan, plant-andflower-derived line up of haircare, skincare,
bodycare and makeup.
“I’ve been using Aveda products since I was
16,” says Changes Hair Studio owner and
stylist Alana Stewart.
“I don’t like chemicals in my haircare,
skincare, bodycare and makeup and
neither do Changes’ clients.”
Plus, the Aveda manufacturing facility in
Minneapolis has the cachet of being 100%
wind-powered.
Aveda is just the start of Changes’
commitment to quality and exceptional
customer service.

“I was young when I started here 20 years
ago and I still feel youthful,” says Alana with
a laugh.
Alana is forever giving gratitude.
“I’m grateful we’ve been in business this
long, especially with the most recent
challenges with COVID,” she says.
“We have strict COVID protocols and we’re
not a quick in-and-out salon, so we can
really personalize the service. I’m also
grateful to have such talented stylists and
wonderful clients.”
In fact, Alana calls the 10 stylists and three
front-end staff at Changes her “family” and
clients are part of the extended family.
“Manager Jennifer Akins has been here
since Changes opened in 2001,” points out
Alana.
A very functional family, by the way.

“We are more than just hair services,” says
Alana.
“Changes offers a unique experience with
a customized personal consultation to
determine your needs and wants so the
client and the stylist are always on the
same page.”
Changes first opened in 2001, Alana joined
in 2002 and she bought the salon from
John and Leianne Anderson in 2011, so
this year marks her 20th anniversary with
Changes.
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All stylists are trained and licensed and do
constant educational upgrading and love
working with clients to achieve the style
they want.

“Changes is a high-energy and welcoming place that
offers amazing service and products.”

Alana herself trained at Interior Academy
in Kamloops and has attended numerous
Aveda training sessions in Vancouver and
Toronto.

FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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Alternatives Funeral
& Cremation Services
KIM NOBERT + GEOFFREY TOMPKINS

K

im Nobert and Geoffrey Tompkins are who
make Alternatives Funeral & Cremation
Services the best.
“We’re not cookie-cutter,” says Kim of herself
and fellow funeral director, Geoffrey.
“We’re independently owned, not big corporate,
so we won’t bog a grieving family down in
paperwork and we work with the family to give
them whatever they want and need.”
For instance, a mom lost her son and wanted
to view his body before cremation. However,
all he had on was a hospital gown, so Geoffrey
hustled home and picked out some of his own
clothes to dress the son in so mom could have
the viewing.

“These are the kind of things
that people might not see,
but make a difference to the
grieving family,” says Kim.

It was much the same story when a priest was
coming over to bless a woman before cremation.
She also was only in a hospital gown, so Kim
popped home and grabbed one of her own dress
shirts.
“The best funeral directors blend into the
background, work behind the scenes and give
the family what they want and need to ease their
grief and take care of their loved one.”
Plus, Alternatives doesn’t nickel and dime families
for extra services and doesn’t upsell in an effort to
make more money.
Such an example would be how Alternatives will
handle the cancellation of the deceased’s Canada
Pension Plan and Old Age Pension, fill out the
CPP Death Benefit and Survivor Benefit forms,
and certify the death certificate, all at no extra
cost.
On yet another occasion, a family from Kelowna
lost a loved one in Kamloops and had to bring
their new puppy with them, while having to deal
with everything else. Kim and Geoffrey looked
after the puppy for three days while the family
dealt with their loved one’s affairs.
“We were the funnest funeral home those three
days we dogsat Ferdinand,” says Kim with a
laugh.
Both Kim and Geoffrey have found their calling
in the funeral business —a sector that generally
never calls out to people.

THE FACE OF
FUNERAL SERVICES

“After printing lottery tickets for 20 years with
Pollard Banknote, it was time for a career change
and my husband said I should do something
with death because I’m the first one people
come to for comfort or a eulogy or help with a
memorial when they lose a loved one,” says Kim.
As for Geoffrey: “He was working in retail when he
came into the funeral home and said he wanted
a job, and we are forever grateful that he did
because our families that he serves love him!”
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THE FACE OF REAL ESTATE

UP Real Estate
CHRIS CHAN

U

P Real Estate is aptly named.

“And it’s not just a name, it’s a philosophy,”
says UP owner Chris Chan, a realtor with
Royal LePage Kamloops.
“UP refers to the unlimited possibilities I can
help clients with to find the home of their
dreams. Personally, it was the ideal name six
years ago when I started my career in real
estate.”
Real estate is a second career for Chris, who
previously worked at BC Lotteries.
“I’m so fortunate and privileged with this
career,” he says.

“I’m not a typical
salesperson. I’m never
pushy. For me, it’s all about
building relationships, trust
and integrity.”
Such an approach means clients are never a
transaction at UP. In fact, Chris’s tagline for UP
is: I prefer names to numbers.
“My favourite part of the job is getting to know
people and helping them achieve their goals,
whether it be to sell a home or buy a home.
My style is definitely to get to know my client
and determine what they want and need,”
says Chris.
“A large part of my job is also to manage risk
and people’s expectations.”
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However, Chris can help sellers with their goal of
getting the best possible price for their home.
When representing a buyer, Chris’s role is to
negotiate on his clients behalf to also get the best
possible price on the best possible home.
“Buying or selling just happens to be the end
result. I work with people who are comfortable
with me and vice versa. I always have the client’s
best interest in mind.”

“The process of helping is my
favourite part.”
Testimonials from Chris’s clients illustrate what a
positive impact he has.
“Chris is an amazing person and an awesome
realtor,” says Cathy W.
“Believe me, as a first-time buyer, I had no clue
what to do and he gave me names and numbers
for everything including a great inspector and
even legal services. I would recommend him to
anyone and everyone —and I do. Thanks, Chris,
my son and I are super happy with our new
home. You rock.”
Alan H. says: “Chris simply makes it happen. If
you’re looking for a genuine realtor, definitely give
him a call.”
Andrea E. says: “Such a great experience selling
my home with Chris. Great attention to detail,
flexible schedule and kept me in the loop every
step of the way. I look forward to working with
Chris for the purchase of my new home.”
It’s no secret the Kamloops real estate market has
exploded over the past year with record buying
and selling and price increases.
“That often means the buyer or seller has to act
quickly,” explains Chris.
“Even if a quick decision is necessary, I always
make sure the client is making an educated and
informed decision.”

FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF INTERIOR DESIGN

Vital Point Acupuncture
and Massage

TANYA WASSEN

KRISTINA ADAMS

T

K

anya Wassen has an incredible talent for
honing in on her clients’ aesthetic and taste.

ristina Adams is honoured to be carrying
on the Vital Point Acupuncture and
Massage clinic started by Jennifer Larsen.

With numerous years of experience, and the
design education to back it up, she creates
mindful, curated, and functional interiors to a
variety of commercial and residential projects.

“Jennifer owned Vital Point for 16 years and
was so well-known and well-respected,” says
Kristina.

Spot On designs are impactful, and are sure to
have people take notice.
“Spot On Interior Design is all about high design
for a smaller city like Kamloops,” says Tanya.
On a tour of Kamloops you’ll come across an
array of stunning interiors by Tanya and Spot On
that have very different functional and aesthetic
needs but show the same attention to detail and
customized wow factor in each and every space.
They include Amplified Cafe, Underbelly
Restaurant (formerly Forno on 5th),
Neighbourhood Veterinary Hospital, Hillside
Dental, Skin Medical Cosmetic Clinic, Campbell
& Company and numerous residential interiors
ranging from a forest retreat and rural-modern
renovation to a traditional hillside home and a
show stopping modern home with lots of glass,
stone and warm woods.
Originally from Kamloops, Tanya worked as a
project coordinator for a developer and builder
in town before moving to Calgary in 2009 to
earn her Bachelor Degree in Interior Design
from Mount Royal University and certification
from the National Council for Interior Design
Qualification.
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THE FACE OF ACUPUNCTURE

Spot On
Interior Design

“My experience in an array of different types
of projects and education set me apart.
I’m not simply only selecting materials and
finishes, I custom tailor each area to meet
the specific function and design every space
with meticulous detail and see the projects
through from the planning stage through to
construction,” says Tanya.
“This process includes creating schematic
plans and conceptual designs through to
full design development for each and every
detail of the project, drafting up construction
drawings and specifications, and oversight
into the construction phase. It’s really the
whole deal when people come to me.”
In 2017, Tanya relocated back to Kamloops
with her husband and young son. It was at
this time that she decided to launch her
dream interior design practice and start Spot
On Interior Design which took off quickly.
Fast forward almost 5 years, with an engaging
portfolio of beautifully designed spaces
around Kamloops, Tanya is looking forward to
the continued growth and success of Spot On
in 2022.

“I feel fortunate the opportunity arose to
purchase Vital Point in Kamloops when
Jennifer moved to Vancouver Island. I already
had a part time acupuncture practice up
at Sun Peaks, so after amalgamating the
two, Vital Point now has two locations —one
in Sun Peaks, and the original location in
Kamloops to better serve both communities.”
Acupuncture acts as a nervous system
regulator, so it can be used to treat almost
any ailment.
“The top five reasons I see patients are for
relief of stress and anxiety, pain, insomnia,
autoimmune conditions and digestive
issues,” says Kristina.
In fact, it was Kristina’s own digestive issues
and pain that led her to become a registered
acupuncturist after studying at the Academy
of Classical Oriental Sciences in Nelson and
Pacific Rim College in Victoria.
“I grew up in Kamloops and as a competitive
snowboarder. I suffered injuries and had
digestive issues that Western medicine
couldn’t treat,” she says. “I got holistic relief
from acupuncture and Chinese herbal
medicine.”

After travelling to Australia to be mentored at a
fertility acupuncture clinic, and Japan to practice
shiatsu massage, Kristina was drawn home to
open her own acupuncture clinic at Sun Peaks
and eventually acquire Vital Point.
“We’re busy and expanding,” says Kristina. “I just
hired another acupuncturist and we’re adding
another massage therapist.”
In addition to acupuncture and massage, Vital
Point also offers cupping therapy, moxibustion
(heat therapy) and dietary and lifestyle advice.
Vital Point will be adding herbal medicine in
early 2022 as well.
Most treatments are covered by extended health
benefit plans.

“I got holistic relief from
acupuncture and Chinese
herbal medicine.”

FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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Total Concept
Developments
SHEILA MINTEN

T

otal Concept Developments is creative, innovative
and, most certainly, does not shy away from
challenging projects.
“We are a 40-year-old, local, family-owned company
that likes to find solutions to make projects work
rather than focus on why they won’t work,” says
general manager Sheila Minten.
Total Concept is currently creating Fairway 10, a
stunning, five-storey, 42-unit condominium complex
at the Dunes Golf Course.

It’s an airspace development, which means the
apartments, condos and commercial space have
separate airspaces so they can operate independently
from one another.
Total Concept Developments built the first six-storey,
wood-frame construction building in BC.
It’s called Library Square and it was also the first
‘airspace’ project in Kamloops. Library Square also led
the revitalization of North Shore.
“We’re most proud of Library Square,” says Sheila.

As the name indicates, the contemporary condos will
rise along the 10th fairway with jaw-dropping golf
course and river views.
Fairway 10 offers studio, one and two bedroom and
penthouse condos with fireplaces, appliances, window
coverings and a choice of two modern colour schemes.
The penthouses feature private, rooftop decks with
pergolas and amped-up views.
Living at Fairway 10 at the Dunes means you’ll be
located in the quiet Westsyde neighbourhood of
Kamloops, can enjoy early-spring and late-fall golf and
proximity to award-winning wineries, lakes and hiking
trails along the river.

“It’s a P3, public-private partnership between Total
Concept, which put in the proposal and built Library
Square, and the Thompson Nicola Regional District.”
Sheila’s parents, Casey and Marilyn VanDongen,
started Total Concept in the midst of the 1981
recession.
Over the past four decades the focus has become
development, along with its construction partner Tri
City Canada, which is managed by Sheila’s husband,
Shaun Minten.

“Commitment goes beyond just
earning a wage, there is more care and
ownership in the projects with longterm employees that have become like
family.”
Sheila gives special shout outs to
controller Amanda Babcock, property
administrator Jodi Hunt, bookkeeper
Kathryn Abel, administrative assistant
Shalon Osborne and her brother, Ken,
who works with the construction
company.
The family is also very communityfocused and helps organize the
IG Wealth Management Walk for
Alzheimer’s, an event it’s been involved
with since Sheila’s mom’s diagnosis in
2016.
Sheila has received the Paul Harris
Award twice from Rotary International
for her volunteer work with Kamloops
Daybreak Rotary Club.

“We have a small, but dedicated, team with most
employees working over 10 years for us,” says Sheila.

Total Concept just completed the six-storey, woodframe Lightwell in downtown Kamloops, with 140
apartments and condominiums and 12,000 square
feet of commercial space.

THE FACE OF DEVELOPMENT
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THE FACE OF
COUNSELLING
“Bearing witness to humans
growing and overcoming problems
and achieving joy of life is why
I got into counselling.”

Healing Spaces
& Kelsey the Counsellor
KELSEY GRIMM

W

e’re human. And life happens. As a result, one
in five of us any given year will struggle with
mental health problems.
“For sure, having an uneven foundation of life like
the pandemic, the summer’s fires, floods and the
discovery of the remains of 215 children at the
Kamloops Indian Residential School causes people
to experience depression and trauma,” says clinical
counsellor Kelsey Grimm of Healing Spaces.
“Economic and food insecurity can also challenge
us and impact our mental health. In these cases
we need to reach out for help and develop coping
strategies to hold onto the light and beauty in our
lives.”
Healing Spaces is a warm and welcoming place to
work through your difficulties, regardless of whether
the session is in-person or virtual.
Counselling with social workers and clinical
counsellors is offered to individuals, children, youth,
couples and families to help them overcome what’s
blocking them from enjoying their best lives.
“Being a counsellor is such a privilege,” says Kelsey.
“Bearing witness to humans growing and
overcoming problems and achieving joy of life is
why I got into counselling. It’s who I am and Healing
Spaces is the culmination of that.”

The Fear to Courage workshop encourages people
to befriend their fear and grow courage on the back
of fear. It is a trauma informed course to support
people to learn to work with their anxiety.
There’s also a parenting workshop called The Village
coming up in February.
Mental Health First Aid covers how to identify signs
and symptoms of mental health difficulties and
equips participants with the tools to support others
with mental health difficulties.
Kelsey talks the talk and walks the walk. She loves
her job helping people and makes the most of
her personal life with hugs from her husband and
spending as much time in nature with her husband
and their dog.
Kelsey grew up in Vancouver and went off to earn
degrees at Queen’s University in Kingston and UBC
in Vancouver, a Master’s in Leadership from Trinity
Western and a Master’s in Counselling Psychology
from Yorkville University based in New Brunswick
before moving to Kamloops seven years ago and
eventually setting up Healing Spaces.
Check out:
www.healingspaces.center,
@healingspaces.center,
www.kelseythecounsellor.com
and @kelseythecounsellor.

It’s a collaboration between counsellor and patient
that may take the form of a meeting every week or
two or just two or three times a year.
Kelsey has also launched a series of Kelsey the
Counsellor virtual courses to help people regardless
of whether they are near or far.
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THE FACE OF OUTDOORS

“The key is our selection
and our knowledgeable
staff. Everyone who
works here is also an
avid hiker, climber,
paddler, camper,
backcountry skier and
outdoor adventurer...”

True Outdoors
RUSS GARDNER

P

eople are wowed when they
enter True Outdoors.

“The store is way bigger than it
looks from the exterior,” says True
Outdoors owner Russ Gardner
with a laugh.
“The size and look and feel of the
store is great with displays all over
the 5,000 square feet and up to
the 15-foot ceilings.”
As its name indicates, True
Outdoors is a retailer true to the
outdoors with an astounding
array of camping, watersports,
climbing, backcountry skiing,
hiking, backpacking, canoeing,
kayaking, stand-up paddle
boarding, snowshoeing and
multi-sport gear, clothing and
footwear.
“We do it all for the outdoors in all
price ranges,” says Russ.
“We specialize in self-propelled
adventure, we have canoes
and kayaks and SUPs and all
the camping, hiking, climbing
equipment as well as the clothing
and footwear you need to
make your adventure safe and
enjoyable.”
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True Outdoors carries all the top
brands, such as Arc’teryx, Rab,
Icebreaker, Outdoor Research,
performance clothing; Clipper
canoes; Delta and Zegul kayaks;
NRS and Oxbow SUPs; Osprey
and Deuter packs; Scarpa and
LaSportiva hiking boots and
climbing shoes, Petzl and Edelrid
climbing gear; K2 and DPS
backcountry skis and Scarpa,
Dynafit and K2 backcountry ski
boots; Big Agnes, MSR tents and
camp chairs; GSI and MSR camp
cookware; Hydro Flask and Yeti
beverage bottles; as well as many
other brands in all the outdoor
categories!
True Outdoors also offers
backcountry skiing, snowshoe,
canoe, kayak and SUP rentals.
“We’re unique to Kamloops and
we’re also a destination store
that attracts customers from the
entire Thompson Okanagan,”
says Russ.
“The key is our selection and our
knowledgeable staff. Everyone
who works here is also an avid
hiker, climber, paddler, camper,
backcountry skier and outdoor

adventurer and they all use gear
from True Outdoors.”

job you love, you’ll never work
another day in your life.”

adventure and navigation racing
over 100-to-500-mile courses.

True Outdoors has been in the
same location at 749 Notre Dame
Drive since it opened 18 years ago.
“We’re locally-and-family-owned
and have been the entire time,”
says Russ.

Russ walks the walk and talks
the talk. He relishes his time at
True Outdoors helping other
adventurers as well as time
with his wife, Wendy, a natural
resources professor at Thompson
Rivers University.

But these days, you’re more
likely to find them on day trips,
backcountry skiing, camping,
hiking, alpine rock climbing,
kayaking, canoeing and stand-up
paddle boarding.

“I’ve been lucky to have this for
my life and my career. You know
what they say: If you choose a

In the past, they competed in
high-level, multi-day, multi-sport
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DR. KIRSTEN HENDERSON

V

eterinarian Kirsten Henderson
wants to give a shout out not
just to the support staff where she
works at Riverside Small Animal
Hospital, but to all receptionists, vet
assistants and technicians.
“A veterinary clinic wouldn’t run
smoothly without these essential
people,” says Dr. Kirsten.
“They do an excellent job caring for
clients and keeping a watchful eye
over the pets.”

On top of Riverside’s compassion,
the practice has the latest tools
and equipment so it can offer
the highest quality of progressive
medicine.
“We have ultrasound and a

laparoscope for diagnostics and
surgery,as well as a chemotherapy
suite” says Dr. Kirsten.
“Laparoscopic surgery with a small
incision is much less invasive than
a traditional surgical approach
when spaying a female dog.”
”Scopes are also great for
exploring or biopsying the nose,
stomach or intestines. It takes a
special person to be a veterinarian
. You definitely have to have
compassion for animals and
handle them with care,” she says.
“But you also have to have a
keen interest in science-based
medicine and a passion for
diagnosis and treatment.
It takes many hours of continuing
education each year to keep up
with the evolution of medicine.”
Such attributes means Dr.
Kirsten’s patients at Riverside, and
her cat at home, Pumpkin, are in
good hands.
Statistically, people choose a vet

clinic based on proximity to their home.
However, because Riverside does exceptional regular
and emergency-call work and receives incredible word of
mouth and testimonials from existing clients, the amount
of returning and new clients is ever-expanding.

THE FACE OF VETERINARY CARE

Riverside Small Animal
Hospital

The six veterinarians at Riverside
Small Animal Hospital are
supported by 25 staff, a ratio
that shows how important
receptionists, vet assistants and
technicians are to keeping your
pooch and kitty healthy and
happy.

In fact, Riverside has clients who make the trip from
Vancouver for the practice’s specialty in minimally
invasive laparoscopic diagnosis and surgery.

FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF CONSTRUCTION AGGREGATE
AND LANDSCAPING MATERIALS

Metro Reload
DESIREE SONNESON + CHAD BLAIR

“Our dedicated and knowledgeable staff is here to provide you with the
information and materials that you need...”
“At Metro Reload, we can help you
select the proper material and
estimate the required amount.
Since most of our materials are
produced onsite, we can do all of
this at a very competitive rate.”
Metro Reload is also a thirdgeneration, locally-owned-andoperated family business.
Desiree and her brother, Chad
Blair, each have their own division
to oversee.
Chad manages everything at
the gravel pit from screening,
crushing, to everything
mechanical and equipmentoriented.
Desiree looks after the office,
customer service and sales.

THE BLAIRS

F

irst of all, Metro Reload wants to give a huge
shout out to Kamloops.

“Oct. 31 marks our 10th anniversary and we
would not be where we are today without the
support of the community,” says Metro Reload
co-owner Desiree Sonneson.
“Its support we appreciate, value and earned,
because at Metro Reload our mission is
to provide residents of Kamloops and the
surrounding area with quality products and
services along with excellent customer service.”
Metro Reload produces and sells a wide variety
of products from its own gravel pit, including
crushed gravel, washed aggregate, landscaping
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materials and other construction aggregate, as well as
salt sand sales and road-sanding services in the winter.
Metro Reload can also deliver gravel, provide hourly
trucking and stone slinging —the placing of gravel— in a
specific and-or hard-to-reach location.
Or, the drive-through service makes it easy for anyone
who comes to Metro Reload to get product. Metro
Reload can load your pick-up truck or trailer or you can
load it yourself because most product is sold by weight.
“Our dedicated and knowledgeable staff is here to
provide you with the information and materials that you
need, whether you are taking on a do-it-yourself project
or you are a commercial developer,” says Desiree.

“We work very well together
considering we are only 11 months
apart in age,” says Desiree with a
laugh.
“The disadvantage? I wouldn’t say
there is one, except that some
family dinners are more of a
business meeting.”
The genesis of Metro Reload
actually started in 1958 when
Chad and Desiree’s grandparents
—Robert and Margaret Blair—
launched Newton Cartage &
Excavating in Surrey.
In 1970, the couple moved to
Kamloops to operate Blair

THE SONNESONS
Construction and a gravel pit.
In 1977, their son, Don Blair, joined
the company and added the
Westsyde Road Materials division.
In 2012, Westsyde moved to the
old Metro Aggregate’s yard and
becomes Metro Reload as the
third generation, Don’s kids —
Desiree and Chad— join the
business.
FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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DR. FAREN BROGAN, ND

P

atients leave Thompson Valley Naturopathic Clinic
feeling like they’ve been heard and knowing what their
treatment plan is.
“You can actually see the look of relief on their faces when
leaving my office,” says naturopathic physician Dr. Faren
Brogan.
“They know that someone has finally listened to them and
there’s a full plan for treatment.”
With the arrival of COVID two years ago and many doctors
in Kamloops downsizing their family practices, Dr. Faren
has found more and more patients are turning to her for
family doctor-type primary care.
“I always set aside one hour for the initial visit and 30
minutes for follow ups, that’s a lot more than the 10
minutes the typical medical doctor gives,” says Dr. Faren.
As a primary care provider, Dr. Faren can do annual check
ups, full physicals, order lab assessments such as blood
testing, write prescriptions for most pharmaceuticals,
except opioids and strong antipsychotics, and although
she cannot refer directly, she often provides letters of
background for patients to get x-rays, ultrasounds or
specialized treatment.
“The majority of my patients are still perimenopausal
women in their 40s and 50s, but I’m seeing a lot more
families of patients —mom, dad and their kids for primary
care,” says Dr. Faren.
As such, Thompson Valley Naturopathic Clinic offers the
best of both worlds —primary care and naturopathic care.
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Basically, Dr. Faren is a fan of everything that’s
been proven to either work historically, or
supported by evidence-based research, with a
focus on nature and natural substances.
As such, the herbs and supplements most
people associate with naturopathic medicine
can be prescribed, but so can acupuncture, IV
therapy, diet, exercise, sleep, lifestyle plans and
prescription pharmaceuticals, if needed.
This approach particularly helps Dr. Faren’s
perimenopausal women patients experiencing
hot flashes, mood changes, trouble sleeping
and brain fog as their hormones shift.
It also helps those stressing out in this time of
job loss and pandemic.
Stress can be supported with herbs and
supplements, but can also be managed
through diet, exercise and mindfulness, which
leads to better sleep, fewer health problems
and more balanced hormones.

THE FACE OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

Thompson Valley
Naturopathic Clinic

Another focus for Dr. Faren is helping parents
prepare for and support pregnancy and giving
little ones the best start.
Her pediatric-focused practice helps kids with
all conditions, including food sensitivities and
digestive issues.
Dr. Faren is also looking forward to next year,
which is the 100th anniversary of naturopaths
being recognized as physicians in BC and
another occasion to promote naturopathic
medicine in Kamloops and the province.
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THE FACE OF BANKING
Valley First
A DIVISION OF FIRST WEST CREDIT UNION

“We give back to our members
by offering things like our
Simply Free Account® and
our competitive rates. We also
have the ability to make local
decisions.”
That local decision making is
backed up by Valley First’s status
as a division of First West Credit
Union, the third largest credit
union in the province.
“First West Credit Union offers
members the financial strength,
comprehensive product selection
and extended branch network
of a large financial institution
while maintaining local brand
identities and a unique grassroots
approach to service,” says Charla.
“Being in a position of financial
strength while keeping our
connection to the Kamloops
community is key.”

Valley First Kamloops team from left to right: Corey MacKintosh, Senior Financial Advisor, Shelly Dundas, Wealth Advisor, Charla
Johnstone, Branch Manager, Amy Bos, Senior Financial Advisor, Rebecca Fox, Assistant Branch Manager, Chloe Barton, Business
Banking Advisor, Karl Reddick, Senior Financial Advisor.

V

alley First is excited to introduce its new team of
advisory experts in Kamloops.

“The advisors who have joined our team in Kamloops
bring decades of financial experience, a genuine
desire to help our members through their financial
journey and a commitment to our community,” says
Kamloops branch manager Charla Johnstone.
Valley First lives by the credo: Keeping It Simple®.
“We want to simplify the financial lives of our
members,” says Charla.
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“We are with our members every
step of the way in their financial
journey.”
As a credit union providing banking and
investment services for residents and businesses
of the Okanagan, Similkameen and Thompson
Valleys, Valley First is a member-owned financial
cooperative.

First West operates 46 branches
throughout the province under
the Envision Financial, Valley First,
Island Savings and Enderby &
District Financial brands.
Led by Launi Skinner, First
West has nearly $15.5 billion
in total assets and assets
under administration, more
than 250,000 members and
approximately 1,250 employees.
Valley First prides itself on giving
back. It’s signature cause is ‘Feed
the Valley’ and funds raised locally

stay in the community with the
Kamloops Food Bank.
The Kamloops branch also
supports Royal Inland Hospital
Foundation, the ICCHA Wish
Foundation and staff serves
on many volunteer boards and
gives back by volunteering in the
community.
Charla knew she wanted to work
for a credit union, not a big bank.
“After researching Valley First
and its unique structure, I knew
it would be a good decision,” she
says.
“The importance Valley First puts
on its pride of supporting and
being involved in the community
resonates with me.”
Charla was born and raised in
Kamloops and revels in the fact
she remains in the community
building a career with an
exceptional financial institution
like Valley First.
When not at work, you’ll find
Charla in the great outdoors.
“I have always loved spending
time in our beautiful lakes and
mountains,” she says.

CHARLA JOHNSTONE

“I am often at the lake camping,
hiking and dirt biking. I also just
recently discovered snowshoeing,
which I am really enjoying.”

“Being in a position of financial strength while keeping our connection
to the Kamloops community is key.”

“Our members are our shareholders,” says Charla.
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Kamloops Mazda
COLIN MCGILL

C

olin McGill calls it the ‘New
Mazda.’

“It’s the big change up in the
Mazda lineup that’s propelling
the auto brand into the future
with a bold new aesthetic and
service philosophy,” says the
dealer principal at Kamloops
Mazda.

“Our clubhouse brand
ambassadors don’t just follow
you through the sale of your
vehicle, but follow you through
your entire ownership, giving
you the best customer service
in all areas to deal with any and
all your automotive needs,” says
Colin.

“Come down and see our allnew Mazda 3 (compact sedan
and compact hatchback), CX-50
(SUV), MX-30 (electric SUV), CX30 (compact SUV), CX-9 (threerow SUV) and MX-5 (two-seat
convertible).

To do this, Kamloops Mazda
prides itself on being a fully
transparent dealership.
What that means is it sells
stylish, quality cars with
exceptional customer service
to make a fair profit, supply
staff with good incomes and
give back to the community.
When Colin started in the car
business, it tended to have a
bad name because of hard-sell
tactics.
“I wanted to rise above that by
using transparent and honest
methods of selling and being
more customer-centric,” says
Colin.
When not at the dealership,
you’re still likely to find Colin
around cars.

From economy car to luxury
vehicle, we can put you into
quality at an affordable cost.”

“I’m usually working on cars
at home because I have a true
passion for them,” he says.

With Kamloops Mazda,
customers receive an ‘ownership
experience,’ not just a buying
experience.

In his youth in the UK, Colin
was a hockey goalie who
coached with the Best of
British Ice Hockey Schools and
played professionally with the
Wightlink Raiders on the Isle
of Wight and the Braehead
Clan in Glasgow.

THE FACE OF AUTOMOTIVE

“I keep my previous career in
hockey alive as an assistant
coach with the Chase Heat
Junior Hockey Club,” says
Colin.
“Hockey and cars are my two
biggest passions, along with
keeping fit at the gym and
hanging out with my family.”
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“Our clubhouse brand ambassadors don’t just
follow you through the sale of your vehicle,
but follow you through your entire ownership,
giving you the best customer service in all
areas to deal with any and all your automotive
needs...”
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“I’m about exceptional
service, being personable
and building long-term
relationships with my clients.

THE FACE OF ACCOUNTING
Chartered
Professional Accountant
ANDREA BRACE

I

t’s all about the personal touch
and relationships with chartered
professional accountant Andrea
Brace.
“At bigger firms, clients often feel
like numbers,” says Andrea.
“I’m about exceptional service,
being personable and building
long-term relationships with
my clients. I’m accessible to my
clients by text and cell phone
all the time and can meet with
them whenever they want.”
As the name indicates, Andrea
is the face and expert at Andrea
Brace Chartered Professional
Accountant.

“I love the interactions with
clients, which-ever route they
choose.”

She personally helps every client
along with her two employees
—a part-time bookkeeper and
an MBA, who both intend to
become chartered professional
accountants.
“I’m careful to hire only people
who can also deliver the personal
touch,” says Andrea.
“I want them to build
relationships with clients as well
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and be personable and not hide
behind the numbers.”
Andrea’s focus is helping smalland-medium-sized businesses
with bookkeeping, payroll,
budgeting, year-end reports, tax
planning and tax preparation.
“I’m an advocate for smalland-medium-sized business
owners and give top-of-the-line
accounting services and advice
to tax-saving and growth-seeking
clients,” says Andrea.’
“I love the interactions with
clients, which-ever route they
choose.”
Andrea can be involved as little or
as much as a client desires.
She can train business owners
to be their own bookkeeper and
then offer monthly checks and
year-end reports and planning.
Or Andrea can do it all for clients.
“That’s why I started my own
relationship-based firm in
November 2020 so I could spend
more time with clients.”

Andrea has lived in Kamloops
since age 3 and earned her
Bachelor of Business Degree at
Thompson Rivers University.
She became a chartered
professional accountant while
working and training at various
firms in Kamloops such as KPMG.
Her CPA mentor, Ramesh I Patel,
has been a significant source of
training and support while she
navigated and completed the
CPA program.
“I always knew I wanted to start
my own small firm one day to
help small-and-medium-sized
business owners with my
relationship-based approach,”
says Andrea.
Such an approach and dedication
means Andrea works long hours.
However, she also finds time
to unwind and enjoy wine with
her husband and weekends at
Shuswap Lake with her hubby
and her 10-year-old son.
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THE FACE OF
WEALTH MANAGEMENT

THE FACE OF
LUMBER

IG

Valley View Lumber

KELSEY BOUDREAU

K

elsey Boudreau’s goal is to
give you the freedom to live
your best life.
“Our vision is to give our clients
the clarity, confidence and
solutions to create prosperous
lives for themselves and the
people who matter most to
them,” says Kelsey of Giesbrecht
Boudreau & Associates.
“I help clients get more out of
their money, so they can get more
out of life. I do this by providing
financial guidance in six key
areas: investment and retirement,
insurance, estate, tax and
mortgage planning.”
As a Senior Financial Consultant,
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL
PLANNER® professional and
registered retirement consultant,
Kelsey is uniquely qualified to
listen to clients and uncover what
is truly important to them.
“We have a customized approach
for all our clients,” says Kelsey.

“We have a
customized
approach for
all our clients,”
says Kelsey.

“We primarily work with high net-worth clients with complex
financial situations, including business owners and professionals.”
Kelsey has been repeatedly recognized for her exceptional work and
customer service.
IG’s prestigious Pillar Award is only bestowed on consultants, based
on new business, in their first four years with the company.
Kelsey won it four consecutive years after joining IG Wealth in 2016.
Kelsey’s partner, Marilyn Giesbrecht, was the first in the region to
achieve an IG Wealth Private Wealth Management practice, which
won the President’s Council Award in 2019 and 2020 for the top 56 to
140 consultants based on new business plus net new business factor
at Dec. 31.
“I grew up in a low-income household, money was often a source of
conflict and there never seemed to be enough to make ends meet,”
says Kelsey.
“I knew from an early age that I wanted a different future for myself.
Through this career, I have the opportunity to change people’s lives.
I have the most rewarding career, as I get to work alongside people
helping them achieve their financial goals and dreams. What an
honour.” -Investors Group Financial Services Inc.
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NICK PRICE

T

hey love cedar at Valley View
Industries. Cedar lumber,
cedar fencing, cedar railings,
cedar arbours, cedar gazebos,
cedar hot tub enclosures, cedar
pergolas, cedar sheds, cedar
cabins, cedar kiosks and cedar
chairs. Well, you get the idea.

2009 to take it to the next level.
The business has seen huge
growth in the last few years under
Nick’s four-pronged approach
of improved quality, products
and systems, improved sales,
exceptional customer service and
staff satisfaction.

“We believe in making quality
cedar products that look good
and are built to last,” says Valley
View Industries owner Nick Price.

“It could be a fence that needs to
be installed at a certain height for
privacy or to keep a view. When a
customer refers to what we have
built as a work of art we’re so
flattered.”

“We are unique in the fact that
we manufacture everything
in one facility. Raw logs come
into one side of the facility, get
processed with our sawmill, go
through our finishing equipment
and our carpenters then make
the products. Products can get
pre-stained in our heated spray
booth anytime of year. The
products are available for supply
or installation with our crews.”
Valley View Industries was started
by Nick’s dad over 25 years ago
and Nick joined the business in

Valley View always offers free
estimates and professional
installation. Nick has managed
to combine his passion for both
work and rock climbing.
The Valley View shop is actually
designed around a rock climbing
wall. When not at work or using
that climbing wall, he’s rock
climbing in nature, like that trip
he did to the snow-capped Sierra
Nevada mountains.

“We are unique in the fact that we manufacture
everything in one facility.”
FACES OF KAMLOOPS
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THE FACE OF DENTISTRY
Empire Dental
DR. DHAVAL ADMAR

D

r. Dhaval Admar melds
art and science to create
gorgeous smiles.
“Actually, I consider myself an
artist before a dentist,” says Dr.
Dhaval with a laugh.
“Cosmetic dentistry is the perfect
combination of art and science.
The artistry and care that goes
into dentistry to create and
maintain beautiful and longlasting smiles inspires me every
single day.”
Of course, that artistry can be
helped along by state-of-the-art
technology.
For instance, the porcelain
veneers Dr. Dhaval creates
for patients are like a fashion
statement.
They are hand-designed and
custom-made, unique to each
patient’s face.
Before veneers are created,
technology is used to provide a
3D printed wearable smile design
to give a test drive of what the
final smile will look like before
treatment commences.
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“Patients are the co-author of
their smile,” says Dr. Dhaval with a
smile.
“It is like custom-styled clothing
tailored by the master artist.”
Technology also allows Dr. Dhaval
to craft same-day crowns for
patients.
“That means patients get their
emergency taken care of the
same day, no two appointments
necessary,” says the dentist.
Speaking of crowns, the
headwear-of-kings-and-queens
imagery abounds at Empire
Dental.
A sparkling crown logo graces
all of Empire Dental’s signage,
paperwork and online presence
and, of course, the company’s
name is inspired by royalty.
“Behind the name Empire Dental
is a brilliance and cosmetic
artistry and an amazing caring
staff,” says Dr. Dhaval.
“When I create those beautiful
smiles, it changes a patient’s
confidence and their life.
I feel deep satisfaction. That
fulfillment attracted me to
become a dentist.”
Dr. Dhaval and Empire Dental are
also experts at general and family
dentistry, implants and Invisalign.
“Our vision is to bring world-class
dentistry to Kamloops and keep
patient care at the highest level,”
he says.

“Our vision is to bring world-class
dentistry to Kamloops and keep
patient care at the highest level.”
“More importantly, we have a very
skilled and compassionate team
which goes above and beyond to
make our patients feel wonderful
from the moment they walk in.
Our patients’ needs and wants
are our top-most priority. We are
here to listen to their goals and
dreams and help them achieve it
with our excellent dentistry.
We create relationships with our
patients to know their desires and
goals for better oral health.”
Dr. Dhaval earned his Bachelor
of Dental Science in India before
moving to Canada to secure
his Doctor of Dental Surgery
certificate.

“The dual process made my
knowledge and passion for
dentistry even stronger,” he says.
Dr. Dhaval has also studied with
well-known dental researchers Dr.
Pascal Magne and Dr. John Kois.
“I was fortunate to learn modernera dentistry from outstanding
mentors,” he says.
“I also keep learning new
technologies by taking hundreds
of hours of continuing education
to provide our patients with the
latest and greatest.”
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THE FACE OF EYE CARE
Kamloops Family Vision Clinic
DR. TYLER LOWEY
“

T

here is no clinic without the
staff,” says optometrist Dr.
Tyler Lowey.

Kamloops Family Vision Clinic has
a lot of staff who have been with
the company for over 10 years and
really know the industry well.

“People may book an
appointment to see me or one
of the doctors at our office, but
without a great staff to welcome
them and continue with them
after the exam, it wouldn’t be as
meaningful,” says Tyler.

“Our aim is to make everyone feel
welcome and relaxed, and for our
younger patients, to even have
fun!

referred by a friend or family
member who had a positive
experience and that’s the best
recommendation.

We always like hearing the
parents of children we’ve seen
tell us about how they enjoyed
their eye exam. It’s really cool to
follow kids as they grow up, even
though it also reminds me I’m
getting older.”

“It is that trust we build with our
patients and our connection
with the community that has
propelled Kamloops Family Vision
Clinic forward,” says Tyler.

Kamloops Family Vision Clinic
has many patients say they were

The doctors at the clinic owe a
lot to their front-end staff and
opticians.

“Each person’s visual needs are different and our goal is to help find
and explain why each choice is right or, possibly, not right for you.”
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“We strive to have an educationfirst practice. Part of that is having
the most up to date equipment,
but the other part is helping you
to understand what your issues
are, why they are happening and
how we can work together to
come up with a treatment plan,”
says Tyler.
“We see a lot of ocular disease.
Many ocular conditions have
systemic impacts and vice
versa. People are often surprised
by what we can tell them about
their general health by what is
happening inside the eyes.”

“I sit in a dark room 90% of the
day. So while I and the other
doctors have a big role in our
patient’s care, it is our wonderful
staff that is the driving force who
make Kamloops Family Vision
Clinic what it is today.”

It is that knowledge and
experience with the whole
process, from booking
appointments, to testing, or
helping someone find that
perfect pair of glasses, that keeps
patients coming back.

In the exam room, and afterwards,
another principle of Kamloops
Family Vision Clinic is to educate.

“If it’s glasses or contact lenses
you need, we will explain why you
need a specific pair —whether
it’s standard distance or readers
or more task-specific lenses
for people who work mainly on
computers or people who drive
for a living,” says Tyler.
“We like to get to know each
person individually. What do you
do for a living? What are your
hobbies? All this can factor into
what type of glasses prescription
will work best for you.”
“Each person’s visual needs are
different and our goal is to help
find and explain why each choice
is right or, possibly, not right for
you.”

The eyes are one of the only
organs of the human body we
can physically look at, into and
photograph.

On life outside of the clinic: “Well,
I have a 5 year old so I don’t really
get to make plans anymore,”
jokes Tyler.

Are there early signs of diabetes
or high blood pressure? Is
their nerve damage due to
glaucoma or issues with macular
degeneration or retinal breaks?

“Most of the doctors and staff
have young families so that
keeps us all busy. Others are big
outdoor enthusiasts and some
love to travel. I also like to cook
and can often be found being
heartbroken by the Kamloops
Blazers.”

Our hope is to catch these early
enough to help manage the
issues and preserve a patient’s
sight. Sometimes the best course
of treatment is medication,
surgery or even just ocular
nutrition and dietary changes.
Kamloops Family Vision Clinic
likes to make sure every patient
leaves with an understanding of
how any issues can affect your
eyes and overall health.

“Some of our staff are becoming
grandparents for the first time
so there are days where I feel we
should open a daycare space.
Maybe one day, if I get tired of
eyes,” Tyler says.
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